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Abstract

We explore an approach for inferring player preferences for
interactive entertainment. The goal is to be adaptive and scal-
able by extracting preferences through observation, and using
a vocabulary understood by game authors rather than depend
upon the quirks of individual players. We demonstrate our
approach for a number of simulated players in two simulated
games and present results from a feasibility study.

Introduction

There is a growing body of literature on using drama man-
agers to guide players through game environments in a nar-
ratively consistent way. Research has largely focused on the
intent of the author rather than the goals of players. Here,
we consider evaluating player satisfaction by estimating a
function of the player’s preferences. The goal is not to char-
acterize a player exactly–for example by identifying one of
the many types of playersshe might be—but to estimate her
preferences based only on her behavior.

Players are not typically familiar with formal game analy-
sis and are more likely to describe their experiences in terms
of the goals they were able to achieve or the emotional con-
nections they felt with the characters. Different players will
also choose different ways to describe their satisfaction. By
contrast, many game authors are familiar with analysis and
game rhetoric. Thus, we turn to the vocabulary of the author
as a unifying language.

We make two basic assumptions: (1) players have
specific—albeit tacit—preferences that guide their interac-
tion with the game environment, and (2) player satisfaction
corresponds to the realization of those preferences. These
assumptions may seem strong; however, consider Bartle’s
description of the four player types (Bartle 1996). Each of
the four player types has certain characteristics of their game
play style. The “killer” for example enjoys the disruption
of other player’s game experience. Therefore, in realizing
this preference for disruption, the killer will likely obtain
the most satisfaction.

Our basic goal is to understand how to model player sat-
isfaction using an author’s vocabulary and observations of a
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player’s behavior. If this work is successful, we plan to inte-
grate adaptive preference models into existing drama man-
agement techniques. The result will be a drama manager
that guides players according to the author’s intent but can
tailor those experiences to the player’s specific preferences.

In this paper, we extend previous work in which the esti-
mate of the player’s evaluation function was constructed by
looking at the distribution of stories as represented by fea-
ture vectors (Roberts, Strong, & Isbell 2007). In that work,
each occurrence of a story was represented as a binned fea-
ture vector based on the set of features the author supplies
for evaluation. In contrast, here we consider the distribu-
tion of feature values on a per-feature basis. As we shall see
later, this approach yields notably more accurate results in
most cases.

In the next section, we provide a brief overview of Declar-
ative Optimization-Based Drama Management. We then
present details of our approach, including player types we
consider and an algorithm for estimating player evaluation
functions using an author-centric vocabulary. We present the
results of an empirical evaluation of our system on a sim-
ulated story environment and compare the results to those
presented in earlier work. Finally, we situate this work in
the literature and describe open challenges.

Background

Declarative Optimization-based Drama Management
(DODM) formalizes for drama management based on: a set
of important plot events with precedence constraints; a set of
drama manager actions that influence the game experience; a
stochastic model of player behavior; and an evaluation func-
tion specifying authorial intent (Nelson & Mateas 2005a;
Nelson et al. 2006a; 2006b).

An evaluation function encodes the author’s story aes-
thetic. The author simply specifies the criteria used to eval-
uate a given story, annotates plot points with any necessary
information (such as their location or the subplot they ad-
vance), and the drama manager tries to guide the story to-
wards one that scores well according to that function. In the
process of doing so, it makes complex tradeoffs—difficult
for an author to manually specify in advance—among pos-
sibly conflicting authorial goals (as specified by components
of the evaluation function), taking into account the player’s
actions and incorporating them into the developing story.
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Generally speaking, there is a common vocabulary for
defining authorial goals using a small set of story fea-
tures.For simplicity, all features range from 0.0 to 1.0, so
an author can specify an overall evaluation function as a
weighted combination of the features. Seven features have
been studied in earlier work (Nelson et al. 2006a).

Location flow is a measure of spatial locality of action:
The more pairs of plot points that occur in the same location,
the higher the score. This feature is based on a judgment that
constantly wandering around the world is undesirable.

Thought flow measures continuity of the player’s (as-
sumed) thoughts, as specified by an optional thought anno-
tation on plot points. This feature prefers very short snippets
of coherent “sub-subplots”; for example, get safe combo
and discover safe are both annotated with the thought safe,
so the thought-flow feature would prefer plots in which the
player finds the safe and then looks for the combination (or
vice versa), rather than finding the safe, getting distracted by
something else, and then finding the combination later.

Motivation measures whether plot points happened apro-
pos of nothing, or happened after other motivating plot
points. For example, first finding the observatory and notic-
ing that the telescope is missing a lens would make open-
ing the puzzle box and finding a lens well-motivated, while
opening the puzzle box without having found the observa-
tory would make the discovery of the lens un-motivated.

Plot mixing measures how much the initial part of the
story includes plot points from multiple subplots. One might
want the player to explore the world early, rather than find-
ing a plot sequence that moves quickly to an ending.

Plot homing is a counterpart to plot mixing. It measures
to what extent the latter part of the story includes plot points
from the same subplot. While we may not want reward fin-
ishing the game right away, we probably do want the player
to eventually follow a coherent story, rather than oscillate
between subplots before stumbling upon one of the endings.

Choices is a measure of how much freedom the player
has to affect what the next plot point will be. Without this
feature, a drama manager might linearize the story, making
the best story as judged by the other features the only possi-
ble story, defeating the purpose of an interactive experience.
This feature can be seen as a way of trading off just how
much guidance the drama manager should give the player.

Manipulativity measures how obvious the drama manager
is. The author specifies a score for each DM action, encod-
ing how likely that action is to be noticed by the player as
something driven by the manager. A hint to go through a
door (e.g., by having the player hear someone talking in the
next room) might be judged less manipulative than forcing
the player through a door (e.g., by locking other doors).

Although these features sometime refer to the state of
mind of the player, they have not been used to describe di-
rectly a story from a player’s perspective. Part of our goal is
to determine to what extent features can be used to estimate
a player’s preference function.

Our Approach
Recall our two assumptions. First, we assume that players
have preferences that guide their interactions. Second, we

assume that the more preferences the player satisfies, the
more enjoyment they derive from the experience.

While humans have preferences, they may not be able to
articulate them, so eliciting them directly can be difficult.
Instead we infer preferences by observing the player’s be-
havior. We have a language for describing story quality in
terms of story features, so we construct an estimate by learn-
ing a function over those features. Many models are possi-
ble, but we begin with a simple linear function. We leave
more complicated models for future investigation.

For our experiments, we first sample a set of stories using
a player model that acts uniformly random and no drama
manager. Next, we choose a specific player type and use
it to construct a player model. Once the player model is
fixed, it is used to sample another set of stories without a
drama manager. Because the player is allowed to act on her
own without any influence from a drama manager, we as-
sume that this set of sampled stories is a representation of
how the player wishes to behave in the game. Both of these
sets of stories are then converted to a representation of fea-
ture distribution based on the frequency of each instantia-
tion of a feature’s value. The important point here is that as
the difference between the uniform baseline and unmanaged
player feature value distributions grows, the importance of
that particular feature in characterizing a player’s behavior
grows as well. We measure the importance of each feature
using one of two ways of comparing distributions, and use
our measure to construct an estimate of the player’s evalua-
tion function. Then, a DM policy is learned for the specific
player model and we sample another set of stories using the
DM. Lastly, the set of unmanaged stories are compared to
the set of stories under the DM that optimally represents the
author’s intent using the player’s actual evaluation function
as well as the learned evaluation function.1

Before detailing our approach, we introduce some nota-
tion. All features, weights, and functions associated with the
author will be given an “a” superscript; all features, weights,
and functions, associated with the player will be given a “p”
superscript; and all estimated weights and functions will be
marked with a “̃ ”. For example, an estimated player evalu-
ation function defined over author features would be repre-
sented as: ẽp(t) =

∑F
i=1 w̃p

i · fa
i (t).

Let N be the number of histogram bins and let T be a
set of stories. Then, we define the distribution F a

i (T ) of the
author’s feature fa

i as a histogram where the value of the
b-th bin is given by:

F a
i (b, T ) =

∑
∀t∈T

{
1 if b

N ≤ fa
i (t) < b+1

N

0 otherwise
|T | (1)

where |T | is the number of stories in T .
We define two comparison measures: Kullback-Liebler

(KL) divergence and mean shift. The KL-divergence be-

1We solve for this stochastic policy using Targeted Trajectory
Distribution MDPs (TTD-MDPs). The interested reader is referred
to (Roberts et al. 2006; Bhat et al. 2007).
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tween distributions p(t) and q(t) is:

DKL(p‖q) =
∑

t

p(t) log
p(t)
q(t)

(2)

=
∑

t

p(t) log p(t) −
∑

t

p(t) log q(t)(3)

KL-divergence is not a true distance, as it is asymmetric;
however, it is a well-understood measure with several im-
portant properties. In particular, it is consistent, always non-
negative and zero only when p and q are equal. On the other
hand, we define Dμ(p‖q) = E[p(t)]−E[q(t)] to be the mean
shift between two probability distributions.

Player Models and Evaluation Functions

We consider three player types: (1) the fully cooperative
player with the same evaluation function as the author; (2)
the partially cooperative player who shares the set of fea-
tures with the author, but has different weights; and (3) the
independent player with her own set of features and weights.

The independent player has many subtypes: an explorer
who likes to visit as much of the story world as possible; a
non-explorer who does not; a habitual player who tends to
prefer the same subset of plot points strongly; a social player
who prefers plot points centered around other characters; a
non-social player who does not; and a player who likes to
accumulate objects and prefers plot points based on objects.

Each independent player type defines a set of weights over
player-specific story features. Some of these player specific
features are similar to those of the author. For example, the
author’s Choices feature can be adapted to the player that
enjoys exploring the game world. We have selected a set
of features for this evaluation that we feel are useful in de-
scribing the behavior of some intuitive player types. It is not
intended to be an exhaustive set of features. Yannakakis and
Hallman have worked on measuring player satisfaction by
observing and extracting features of their behavior external
to the game (like heart rate) (Yannakakis & Hallam 2007).
In contrast to that work, we use features that are internal to
the game. Here, we define the player specific features that
do not correlate well with the author’s features.

Location measures the number of unique locations a
player has visited. Explorers seek to maximize this value.

Social Interaction measures the amount of interaction a
player has with non-player characters.

Habits indicate that a player prefers a specific set of plot
points. This is annotated in the plot points themselves.

Object Discovery measures the number of objects a player
has discovered. Objects include ones the player can pick up
and those permanently fixed in a specific location.

Note that these features are not mutually exclusive even
for our basic players. For example, the social player may
still apply weight to Object Discovery because having cer-
tain objects may provoke discussion with a character. Some
of these features represent player types discussed by Bar-
tle (Bartle 1996).

In order to turn the player evaluation function into a player
model, we assume the player acts in a greedy way. At ev-
ery decision point, the player evaluates the partial story that

consists of the plot points encountered thus far and one of
the possible next plot points to obtain a score. Scores are
then converted to a distribution and the player chooses the
subsequent plot point according to that distribution.

Estimation

Even with thousands of samples, we are unlikely to see each
story more than once or twice. This can make estimation
difficult. Recall that the author defines a set of features for
describing stories. Therefore, we can consider a story t to
be represented by a vector �v(t) = [fa

1 (t), fa
2 (t), . . . , fa

F (t)].
To overcome the issue of sparsity of examples, we opt to
consider stories as vectors rather than as trajectories of plot
points. Thus, multiple stories are represented by the same
feature vector, giving us more apparent samples. In practice,
this is not a complete solution. We found that there were still
a relatively large number of feature vectors that appeared
only a few times. Thus, we further abstracted a story into a
“binned” feature vector. Specifically, if we want b bins and
the evaluation of a particular feature is fp

i (t), then the binned
value is �fp

i (t)·b�
b . For the experiments presented below, we

use 10 bins.
In earlier work (Roberts, Strong, & Isbell 2007), we con-

sidered the frequency of feature vectors (or stories) as the
measure of story goodness. Under this assumption, the es-
timated player evaluation function can be obtained by per-
forming linear regression. In that case, the system of equa-
tions is:[

r( �v1)
r( �v2)
· · ·

r( �vn)

]
=

[
fa
1 (t1) fa

2 (t1) · · · fa
F (t1)

fa
1 (t2) fa

2 (t2) · · · fa
F (t2)

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
fa
1 (tn) fa

2 (tn) · · · fa
F (tn)

]
·
[

w
p
1

w
p
2· · ·

wp
n

]
(4)

where r(�vi) is the number of occurrences of feature vector
�vi, fa

i (tj) is the feature evaluation of a story tj that pro-
duces feature vector �vj , and wp

i is the weight of feature i.
Rewriting Equation 4 as �R = �F · �W the best weights are:

W̃ = (�FT �F )−1 �FT �R

The elements of W̃ are the weights for the player evaluation
function in terms of the author’s features.

This approach did not perform particularly well. In con-
trast, by considering distributions over individual feature
values (e.g. the value of fa

i (t)∀t ∈ T rather than the dis-
tribution over feature vector instantiations), we obtain an es-
timate of feature importance rather than story importance.
Focusing on feature importance allows us to better capture
the way in which a player acts differently than uniformly
randomly, especially under sparse data.

Thus, we construct an estimate of the player’s evaluation
function in the following manner. Let T u be a set of stories
sampled with a uniformly random player model and let T p

be a set of stories sampled with the actual player model.2
Then, using the notation introduced above, we define the
estimate of the player’s evaluation function as:

ẽp(t) =
N∑

i=1

(
|D(F a

i (T u)‖F a
i (T p))|

Z · Q(fa
i (t))

)
(5)

2In practice, this set of stories could be observed from actual
human players.
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where

Q(fa
i (t)) =

{
fa

i (t) if Dμ(F a
i (T u)‖F a

i (T p)) ≥ 0
1 − fa

i (t) otherwise
(6)

D in Equation 5 is either DKL or Dμ depending on the par-
ticular experiment, Z =

∑N
i=1 D(F a

i (T u)‖F a
i (T p)) is the

normalizing constant, and Q(fa
i (t)) is a “direction” func-

tion that captures the sign of the difference between the dis-
tributions’ means. We will also report on a number of ex-
periments conducted “without direction.” In those cases,
Q(fa

i (t)) = fa
i (t).

Thus, we have four types of experiments: mean shift
weights both with and without direction and KL-divergence
weights both with and without direction. Note that regard-
less of the method used to determine weights, the mean shift
is used to determine direction. Thus, we use mean shift to
determine if a difference indicates the player has a desire to
realize high or low values for that particular feature.

Characterizing Success

In existing work using this drama management formal-
ism, results are presented as histograms over story qual-
ity (Weyhrauch 1997; Lamstein & Mateas 2004; Nelson &
Mateas 2005b; 2005a; Nelson et al. 2006a; 2006b). A set
of stories are evaluated according to the author’s evaluation
function and the results are plotted with the evaluation result
as the independent variable and the frequency of evaluation
as the dependent variable. Comparing the histogram of non-
drama managed stories to the histogram of drama managed
stories should result in a shift up and to the right.

Here, we are not necessarily looking for the same positive
shift. Instead, we seek to show that the change in the shape
of the histogram for the estimated evaluation function mir-
rors that of the change in shape of the player’s actual evalu-
ation, regardless of the direction of that change. In success-
fully capturing the shape change between the baseline curve
and the curve using a DM, we can make qualitative claims as
to the satisfaction of the player. In particular, we can claim
that the player gained satisfaction in part because of changes
made by the DM.

Results

We conducted a number of experiments on three different
story worlds. First, we considered the simulated story Al-
phabet City originally studied by Roberts et al. (2006). Sec-
ond, we examined an abstraction of a subset of the text-
based interactive fiction Anchorhead. Third, we looked at
a re-implementation of Tea for Three, originally studied by
Weyhrauch (1997). For each of the experiments, we used
5,000 stories for evaluation. Lack of space prevents us from
presenting detailed results for all of the experiments we ran;
however, we will show graphs for representative results and
also provide a summary of all of the experiments.

Representative Results

First, we will highlight the vast improvement our new
feature-based approach has over the older story-based ap-

Figure 1: Comparison of the cooperative player’s actual
evaluation and estimated evaluation function for Alphabet
City. In this plot, the estimated evaluation function was con-
structed using the previous story distribution approach.

Figure 2: Comparison of the cooperative player’s actual
evaluation and estimated evaluation function for Alphabet
City. In this plot, the estimated evaluation function was con-
structed using the new feature distribution approach, with
KL-divergence weights and the Q direction function.

proach. Consider Figure 1, where one of the most success-
ful trials using the story-based approach is presented for the
cooperative player (e.g. has the same evaluation function) in
Alphabet City. Notice how in this case, there is a clear dif-
ference in the estimated curves: the curve with drama man-
agement is noticeably lower than the curve without drama
management in the high end of the evaluation range and vice
verse in the low end. Unfortunately, this points out that even
when the player shares the evaluation function of the author,
the estimate is not particularly accurate; however, the mag-
nitude of the difference between the curves is significant.
This is a recurring result of the story-based approach.

Now, consider Figure 2. These results represent the same
player and story but use the feature-based approach. In this
experiment, the weights of the estimated evaluation func-
tion were obtained from KL-divergence and the Q direc-
tion function was used. Compare the relationship of the
NoDM curve to the DM curve for both the actual and es-
timated functions. Note how all four curves are (essentially)
uni-modal, and that for the estimated and actual cases, the
NoDM curves are higher than the DM curves toward the
lower end of the range and lower than the DM curves to-
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Figure 3: Comparison of the same featured player’s ac-
tual evaluation and estimated evaluation function in Tea for
Three using the new approach (KL-divergence weights and
using the Q direction function).

Figure 4: Comparison of the same featured player’s actual
evaluation and estimated evaluation function in Anchorhead
using the new approach (KL-divergence weights but with-
out using the Q direction function).

ward the higher end of the range. This is exactly the behav-
ior we are looking for. Matching the actual curve exactly is
not what is important; rather, we want to mirror the qualita-
tive shift between the NoDM and DM curves apparent in the
actual evaluation curves using the estimated curves. In our
summary table, this result would be considered excellent.

Now consider Figures 3 & 4. They show results for the
player with the same features (but different weights) as the
author in Tea for Three and in Anchorhead. In Figure 3 we
used KL weights and direction whereas in Figure 4 we used
KL weights but no direction. In Figure 3, the results are
almost exactly what we would hope for. Notice how qualita-
tively the shape change between the NoDM and DM curves
is similar for both the actual and estimated curves; however,
notice that at the highest part of the range, the estimated
curves are basically similar whereas the actual curves are
not. We will refer to such a result as good. Next, consider
Figure 4. The results are less convincing. Notice how the
actual set of curves is uni-modal but the estimated curves
are bi-modal. In the actual case, the DM curve is slightly
higher and left of the NoDM curve. On the other hand, while
the estimated curve has a similar shape in the higher of the
two modes, the lower mode has clear separation between

Figure 5: Comparison of the nonsocial player’s actual and
estimated evaluation functions in Alphabet City using KL-
divergence without the Q direction function.

Figure 6: Comparison of the habitual player’s actual evalua-
tion and estimated evaluation function in Anchorhead using
mean shift weights but using the Q direction function.

the NoDM and DM curves. We refer to this sort of result as
mediocre.

Next, we consider an example of backwards results. In
Figure 5 we present the results of the nonsocial player in
Anchorhead using KL-divergence weights and not using the
Q direction function to construct the estimate. The effect
of the DM on the actual curve is to move the mass of the
distribution down and left (generally negative) whereas the
effect of the DM in the estimated curve is to move the mass
up and right.

Lastly, we present in Figure 6 an example of bad results.
This experiment was run on Anchorhead using the habit-
ual player and the estimate was constructed with mean shift
weights and the Q direction function. First, note how there is
no basis for a structural comparison between the actual and
estimated curves—the actual curves are nicely uni-modal
whereas the estimated curves are highly kurtotic. Note also
that there is a noticeable negative qualitative shift between
the two actual curves. Further, it is very difficult to charac-
terize the qualitative shift between the estimated curves.

Summary of all Results

We examined three different stories and used four methods
for estimating the weights of the player evaluation function.
As noted, we classify our results into five categories: excel-
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lent, good, mediocre, backwards, and bad. Table 1 contains
results for all of our experiments.

First, we point out that experiments run using mean-shift
weights did not yield good results. Using mean shift weights
with Alphabet City and Anchorhead results in estimated
curves that do not reflect the qualitative shift of the actual
curves in any way. In the case of Tea for Three, the re-
sults were slightly better. Most trials resulted in backwards
curves that at least capture some of the structure of the un-
derlying problem. We believe this shows that the mean is
an insufficient statistic for capturing the qualitative shift we
care about.

Second, we note that the experiments run using KL-
divergence weights were much better. Perhaps even more
encouraging, a majority of the bad or backwards results
obtained using KL-divergence weights came from experi-
ments run on Alphabet City. In fact, almost none of the ex-
periments run on Alphabet City yielded positive results. We
believe this is because of the relatively low number of author
features defined over this story. The authors of Alphabet
City defined their evaluation function using only four fea-
tures whereas the authors of Anchorhead and Tea for Three
defined seven. We believe that the increased representational
power obtained with the extra features enables a more accu-
rate characterization of the player’s behavior.

Third, note the experiments run with KL weights and ei-
ther Anchorhead or Tea for Three. 24 out of these 32 exper-
iments (75%) yielded results that would enable an accurate
claim as to the change in player satisfaction. Additionally,
looking only at the experiments run on those stories using
KL weights and the Q direction function, we see 100% suc-
cess in obtaining results that are at least somewhat reflective
(i.e. mediocre or better) of the actual qualitative shift.

Fourth, we found that the quality of the results was very
high for the cooperative and same-featured players. This is
somewhat unsurprising, but indicates that the approach can
handle the cases that should be easier.

Finally, we also noticed that certain player types were
captured better by the author’s features than others. For ex-
ample, the object discovery player and the habitual player
tended to produce worse results than the explorer and non-
explorer. Unfortunately, our experiments were not designed
to test the robustness of our approach to variations in param-
eters such as the number of author features. As such, making
a definitive claim about which player types are better repre-
sented using author features is difficult. In the future, we
plan to conduct experiments to look at the interaction be-
tween the player features and author features more closely.

Related Work

Space does not permit a thorough review of the growing
body of literature on drama management. We direct the
reader to the cited work on DODM or TTD-MDPs, and to
Mateas (1999) and Roberts & Isbell (2007) for surveys.

With respect to incorporating player preferences in a
drama management system, there has been some recent ef-
forts, such as that of Sharma et al. (2007). In that work,

a case-based reasoning approach3 is used to model “player
preference.” The authors set their model apart from the mod-
els of “player behavior” that are the basis of work on DODM
and TTD-MDPs. During game play, they identify relevant
preference models in their “case base” by considering the
sequence of plot points that have occurred. Each of these
models has a preference score that is used to characterize
quality from the player’s perspective. This preference score
is obtained through actual player evaluation performed af-
ter an episode of game play. Additionally, the quality of the
match between the current player and the model from the
case base is used to skew the drama manager’s decision to
include both authorial intent and player evaluation.

This approach to drama management appears to be the
only one that explicitly targets player preference. Although
promising, it has several drawbacks. Accurate elicitation of
player preference through questions can be tricky at best.
Further, player preference may be non-stationary and non-
transferable (e.g., the player may change her preferences
across episodes and one player’s preferences may not accu-
rately model another’s). Lastly, evaluating the approach is
difficult. If a player reports a good experience, it is difficult
to tell if the cause is the drama manager, the author having
specified a good narrative, or the player just being overly
nice. In our work, we seek to avoid this complication by
providing a computational approach to evaluating quality.

In addition, there have been a number of efforts to con-
struct player models. For example, Magerko utilizes a “pre-
dictive” player model in his Interactive Drama Architec-
ture to reason about threats to the narrative progression that
player actions might cause (2006). In contrast, Seif El-
Nasr uses a “descriptive” model based on parameters that
represent different player types (2007). Based on a se-
ries of if-then rules, the parameter values are updated ac-
cording to player behavior in the game. This is some-
what similar to the player model used by Thue et al. (2007;
2006) and stereotype-based models (Rich 1979; Tsiriga &
Virvou 2002). Others have taken approaches such as es-
timated players’ goals and plans (Kautz & Allen 1986) or
estimated players’ mood and emotions (Picard 2003). One
thing that all of these systems have in common is that they
build models online. Our approach is offline. We build our
model from player traces obtained beforehand and use those
models during an episode to affect the drama manager’s de-
cision making.

As for evaluation, there has been little work done with
respect to drama management. One approach independent
of a drama manager is that of Sweetser & Wyeth (2005).
They propose a framework for modeling player satisfaction
in games that is based on “game flow.” Their model has eight
core features from game rhetoric literature that are intended
to characterize player experiences: concentration, challenge,
player skills, control, clear goals, feedback, immersion, and
social interaction. While this model is compatible with our

3Case-based reasoning is a “lazy” method for function approx-
imation. It stores previously seen examples and uses those to con-
struct estimates for new ones. The interested reader is directed to
Kolodner & Leake’s tutorial for a more thorough discussion (1996).
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mean, no direction mean, direction

Alphabet Anchorhead Teafor3 Alphabet Anchorhead Teafor3
social bad bad backwards bad bad backwards
nonsocial bad bad backwards bad bad backwards
explorer bad bad backwards bad bad backwards
nonexplorer bad bad backwards bad bad backwards
objectdiscovery bad bad backwards bad bad bad
habitual bad bad backwards bad bad bad
same bad bad excellent bad bad mediocre
author bad bad excellent bad bad backwards

KL, no direction KL, direction

Alphabet Anchorhead Teafor3 Alphabet Anchorhead Teafor3
social backwards backwards backwards backwards good mediocre
nonsocial backwards excellent backwards backwards excellent mediocre
explorer backwards mediocre backwards backwards excellent excellent
nonexplorer backwards mediocre backwards backwards mediocre excellent
objectdiscovery backwards bad backwards backwards good backwards
habitual backwards good backwards backwards mediocre backwards
same good excellent excellent good excellent good
author good excellent excellent excellent excellent good

Table 1: Summary of results for all experiments.

approach to evaluation, it is designed specifically for game
analysis. In other words, it is designed to be a subjective
criteria for experts to use as an evaluation framework for
games. In that sense, it is a predictive model of player satis-
faction, not a descriptive model as we seek to build. Still, the
features used in that work could be used to estimate a player
evaluation function instead of the author-defined features we
used here. It remains to be seen how to provide a computa-
tional representation of some of their features, such as player
skills. In addition to this work, Malone has proposed a set of
heuristics for designing “fun” instructional games (1980).

In her thesis, Federoff (2002) provides a broad survey of
other approaches to designing game experiences to maxi-
mize player satisfaction. She classifies the literature into
three categories: (1) interface controls and display; (2) game
mechanics and interaction; and (3) game play problems and
challenges. Each of these categories is focused on system
design, and not authorial quality. In this work, as in that of
Sweetser & Wyeth, we seek to describe the satisfaction the
player derives from the narrative quality of the game.

Discussion and Future Work

One potential problem with this work is the need to have a
large number of samples to obtain an accurate distribution.
This can be especially difficult when these samples must be
obtained from an actual human player. Fortunately, there
are some strategies for addressing these concerns. First, we
would like to conduct experiments to determine the sensitiv-
ity of this approach to the number of sampled stories.

As noted before, player preferences can be non-stationary.
For example, once the player has fully explored the game
environment, she may hone in on certain parts of the game
experience that she likes. Thus, any attempt to take user be-
havior into account—especially across repeated play—must
use some form of online adaption. We believe that consid-
ering local decisions (in contrast to complete stories) will be

important in realizing this goal.
In addition, we plan to incorporate this technique into the

drama manager’s decision making process. Considering a
combination of the author’s evaluation and the player’s eval-
uation in fixing the target distribution for TTD-MDPs will
allow a policy to be learned that can make a principled trade-
off between authorial intent and the player’s autonomy to
pursue her own goals. Additionally, we intend to run a se-
ries of user studies to validate the assumptions we have made
about player preferences and player satisfaction.

As noted, comparing the means of the NoDM and DM
distributions does not provide an accurate measure of quali-
tative shift. At the top of our list for future work is to develop
an meaningful summary measure that will enable us to make
quantitative claims about the performance of our system. In
addition to quantifying the accuracy of the estimation pro-
cess, such a measure would also enable us to make quantita-
tive claims about the effect of the drama manager.

Lastly, as mentioned above, we are very interested in tak-
ing a more in-depth look at how the set of features the player
is trying to optimize relates to the quality of the approxima-
tion. Are there certain player features that are approximated
well by the author’s features? Are there some that aren’t?
Additionally, we also hope to better understand how the set
of author features affects the quality of the approximation.
Are there certain author features that approximate all player
types well? Are there others that approximate specific play-
ers well? How does the number and diversity of author fea-
tures affect the quality of approximation?
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